Enjoy the best days of the year with a clear conscience and positive feeling. You can rely on us!
Travelling with a small number of guests creates space for great things. Meeting people at eye-level in
the countries you visit, experiencing cultures, appreciating regional values and creating added value for
the region. This is pointing the way ahead because it is contemporary.

For more than 40 years, we have been pursuing the principle of
sustainable tourism.
Sailing is what you and we focus on. So it goes without saying that we use every opportunity to hoist
the sails and glide along just with the wind.
When we need to start the engines, we use low-sulphur Marine diesel on all three windjammers.
This is standard for us – even the SEA CLOUD has been equipped with this propulsion technology right
from the start.
Small and fine – this also means calling at smaller ports off the busy cruise routes. With a
maximum of 64 to 136 guests on board, we are always welcome there because we visit the people in
the regions we travel to, rather than overtaxing them.
Buy regionally; work with local, medium-sized agencies; pay fair prices: We see ourselves as
partners of our regional service providers, with whom we have built up a trusting cooperation over many
years. Because we want our sea voyages to be a benefit for the people in the countries we visit.
Avoid plastics; reduce water consumption; protect the environment: We operate our ships with this
in mind and continuously develop environmentally sound alternatives.

Your wellbeing is our first priority.
Fresh air is healthy and precious. On board the SEA CLOUDs, you can enjoy it more intensely than
almost anywhere else. Life on a sailing ship takes place mainly outside: during the day while watching the
sailing manoeuvres, having lunch on the Lido deck, and in the evening with a sundowner at the Lido bar.
Fresh air also means clean air. Each cabin is supplied with fresh air directly from the outside, separately
from the other facilities; the ventilation system is designed in such a way that the exhaust air cannot reach
another cabin and cannot reach other areas of the ship.
Short distances create security. There are always only a few passenger cabins in the same area of
the ship.
We offer space – also relating to your choice of seats. We can serve each meal at the same time in
the restaurant and in the lounge/on the Lido deck, so that the currently recommended distances between
tables can also be observed during meals.
Always with your health in mind. It is also part of our intensive guest care that we pay attention to
every sign of a possible illness from the first time you step on board the ships, every time you go ashore,
through to your departure, and immediately call in our ship‘s doctor if there is the slightest cause of concern.

Whatever happens in the world: On board, as well as ashore, a committed and flexible team is by your side.
You can always rely on us.
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